WC 174-01: Russian Culture

MATERIALS ON RUSSIA AVAILABLE AT TREXLER LIBRARY

Books

Musical CDs (selections from)
Borodin, opera Prince Igor
Glinka, opera Ruslan and Liudmila
Mussorgsky, operas Boris Godunov and Khovanschina
Prokofiev, cantata Alexander Nevsky, opera War and Peace, and other pieces
Rimsky-Korsakov, ballet Scheherazade
Stravinsky, ballets Petrushka and The Firebird
Tchaikovsky, operas Eugene Onegin and The Queen of Spades

Documentary films
Biography: Peter the Great
Face of Russia (pt. I)
Russian Ballet
Russian Painters: The Classic Years
Russian Painters: The Years of Art Nouveau

Feature films
Andrei Rublev (1966, dir. Andrei Tarkovsky)
Anna Karenina (1967) – based on the eponymous novel by Leo Tolstoy
The Barber of Siberia (2001, dir. Nikita Mikhailkov)
The Brothers Karamazov - based on the eponymous novel by Dostoyevsky (1957, dir. Brooks)
Ilya Muromets – based on a legendary Russian character, bogaty
Ivan the Terrible (1941; dir. Sergei Eisenstein)
Morozko – based on a Russian fairy tale
Russian Ark (2002; dir. A. Sokurov) – an unbroken 96-min shot of the Hermitage Museum and 18th-century Russian history and culture
Sadko – based on a Russian fairy tale
The Tale of Tsar Sultan – based on a Russian fairy tale rendered by A. Pushkin
Vasilissa the Beautiful – based on a Russian fairy tale

War and Peace (1967; dir. S. Bondarchuk; 1968 Oscar) – based on L. Tolstoy’s novel

Kholstomer - http://www.lrgaf.org/training/kholstomer.htm